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F 

FACTOR-Y FACTORY ACFORTY building or group of buildings in which goods are manufactured [n -RIES] 

FACULA-E FACULAE AACEFLU FACULA, unusually bright spot on sun's surface [n] 

FACULA-R FACULAR AACFLRU FACULA, unusually bright spot on sun's surface [adj] 

FASCIA-E FASCIAE AACEFIS FASCIA, broad and distinct band of color [n] 

FASCIA-L FASCIAL AACFILS FASCIA, broad and distinct band of color [adj] 

FECULA-E FECULAE ACEEFLU FECULA, fecal matter [n] 

FEEBLE-R FEEBLER BEEEFLR FEEBLE, weak (lacking strength) [adj] 

FEMORA-L FEMORAL AEFLMOR pertaining to femur [adj] 

FERRET-Y FERRETY EEFRRTY suggestive of ferret (polecat) [adj] 

FERULA-E FERULAE AEEFLRU FERULA, flat piece of wood [n] 

FETTLE-R FETTLER EEFLRTT one who fettles [n -S] 

FIANCE-E FIANCEE ACEEFIN woman engaged to be married [n -S] 

FIBULA-E FIBULAE ABEFILU FIBULA, bone of leg [n] 

FIBULA-R FIBULAR ABFILRU FIBULA, bone of leg [adj] 

FICKLE-R FICKLER CEFIKLR FICKLE, not constant or loyal [adj] 

FIDDLE-R FIDDLER DDEFILR one that fiddles (to play violin) [n -S] 

FIDGET-Y FIDGETY DEFGITY nervously restless [adj] 

FIERCE-R FIERCER CEEFIRR FIERCE, violently hostile or aggressive [adj] 

FIGURE-R FIGURER EFGIRRU one that figures (to compute (to calculate)) [n -S] 

FISHER-Y FISHERY EFHIRSY place for catching fish [n -RIES] 

FLAMBE-E FLAMBEE ABEEFLM flaming [adj] 

FLANGE-D FLANGED ADEFGLN FLANGE, to provide with protecting rim [v] 

FLANGE-R FLANGER AEFGLNR one that flanges (to provide with protecting rim)  

FLAUNT-Y FLAUNTY AFLNTUY gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

FLAVIN-E FLAVINE AEFILNV flavin (yellow pigment) [n -S] 

FLAVOR-Y FLAVORY AFLORVY full of flavor [adj] 

FLEECE-R FLEECER CEEEFLR one that fleeces (to remove coat of wool from) [n -S] 

FLENSE-R FLENSER EEFLNRS one that flenses (to strip blubber or skin from) [n -S] 

FLIGHT-Y FLIGHTY FGHILTY fickle (not constant or loyal) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

FLOWER-Y FLOWERY EFLORWY abounding in flowers [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

FOLIOS-E FOLIOSE EFILOOS having leaves [adj] 

FOLKIE-R FOLKIER EFIKLOR FOLKIE, being in style of folk music [adj] / FOLKY [adj] 

FONDLE-R FONDLER DEFLNOR one that fondles (to caress (to touch lovingly)) [n -S] 

FOOTIE-R FOOTIER EFIOORT FOOTY, paltry (petty (insignificant)) [adj] 

FOOTLE-R FOOTLER EFLOORT one that footles (to waste time) [n -S] 

FOOZLE-R FOOZLER EFLOORZ one that foozles (to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily)) [n -S] 

FORAGE-R FORAGER AEFGORR one that forages (to search about) [n -S] 

FORBAD-E FORBADE ABDEFOR FORBID, to command not to do something [v] 

FOREBY-E FOREBYE BEEFORY forby (close by) [prep] 

FORGER-Y FORGERY EFGORRY act of forging (to fashion or reproduce for fraudulent purposes) [n -RIES] 

FORMAT-E FORMATE AEFMORT chemical salt [n -S] 

FORMIC-A FORMICA ACFIMOR trademark [n -S] 

FRAPPE-D FRAPPED ADEFPPR FRAP, to bind firmly [v] 

FREEZE-R FREEZER EEFRRZ apparatus for freezing food [n -S] 

FRIJOL-E FRIJOLE EFIJLOR frijol (bean used as food) [n -S] 
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FROWST-Y FROWSTY FORSTWY musty (having stale odor) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

FULFIL-L FULFILL FFILLLU to bring about accomplishment of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FULLER-Y FULLERY EFLLRUY place for fulling cloth [n -RIES] 

FUMBLE-R FUMBLER BEFLMRU one that fumbles (to handle clumsily) [n -S] 

FURROW-Y FURROWY FORRUWY marked by furrows [adj] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Back Hooks 7s to make 8s 

F 

FABLIAU-X FABLIAUX AABFILUX FABLIAU, short metrical tale popular in medieval France [n] 

FAIRIES-T FAIRIEST AEFIIRST FAIRY, pertaining to or resembling fairy [adj] 

FALCATE-D FALCATED AACDEFLT falcate (curved and tapering to point) [adj] 

FANCIES-T FANCIEST ACEFINST FANCY, ornamental [adj] 

FARRIER-Y FARRIERY AEFIRRRY trade of farrier [n -RIES] 

FASHION-Y FASHIONY AFHINOSY fashionable, trendy [adj] 

FATIGUE-D FATIGUED ADEFGITU FATIGUE, to weary (to make or become weary) [v] 

FATTIES-T FATTIEST AEFISTTT FATTY, greasy; oily [adj] 

FEATHER-Y FEATHERY AEEFHRTY resembling feathers [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

FEDAYEE-N FEDAYEEN ADEEEFNY FEDAYEE, Arab commando [n] 

FILARIA-E FILARIAE AAEFIILR FILARIA, parasitic worm [n] 

FILARIA-L FILARIAL AAFIILLR FILARIA, parasitic worm [adj] 

FILARIA-N FILARIAN AAFIILNR FILARIA, parasitic worm [adj] 

FIMBRIA-E FIMBRIAE ABEFIIMR FIMBRIA, fringe or fringe-like structure [n] 

FIMBRIA-L FIMBRIAL ABFIILMR FIMBRIA, fringe or fringe-like structure [adj] 

FINAGLE-R FINAGLER AEFGILNR one that finagles (to obtain by trickery) [n -S] 

FINALIS-E FINALISE AEFIILNS finalize (to put into finished form) [v -D, -ING, -S] 

FINALIS-M FINALISM AFIILMNS doctrine that all events are determined by ultimate purposes [n -S] 

FINALIS-T FINALIST AFIILNST contestant who reaches last part of competition [n -S] 

FINIKIN-G FINIKING FGIIIKNN finicky (difficult to please) [adj] 

FISSURE-D FISSURED DEFIRSSU FISSURE, to split (to separate lengthwise) [v] 

FISTULA-E FISTULAE AEFILSTU FISTULA, duct formed by imperfect closing of wound [n] 

FISTULA-R FISTULAR AFILRSTU FISTULA, duct formed by imperfect closing of wound [adj] 

FLAMING-O FLAMINGO AFGILMNO wading bird [n -S, -ES] 

FLATTER-Y FLATTERY AEFLRTTY act of flattering (to praise excessively) [n -RIES] 

FLAVOUR-Y FLAVOURY AFLORUVY flavory (full of flavor) [adj] 

FLICKER-Y FLICKERY CEFIKLRY flickering [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

FLOSSIE-R FLOSSIER EFILORSS FLOSSY, resembling floss (soft, light fiber) [adj] 

FLUORID-E FLUORIDE DEFILORU compound of fluorine [n -S] 

FLUORIN-E FLUORINE EFILNORU gaseous element [n -S] 

FLUSHES-T FLUSHEST EFHLSSTU FLUSH, ruddy (having healthy, reddish color) [adj] 

FLUTTER-Y FLUTTERY EFLRTTUY marked by fluttering [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

FLYBLOW-N FLYBLOWN BFLLNOWY FLYBLOW, to taint (to touch or affect slightly with something bad) [v] 

FOLIAGE-D FOLIAGED ADEFGILO FOLIAGE, growth of leaves of plant [adj] 

FOLKIES-T FOLKIEST EFIKLOST FOLKIE, being in style of folk music [adj] / FOLKY [adj] 

FOLKMOT-E FOLKMOTE EFKLMOOT folkmoot (general assembly of people in early England) [n -S] 

FOOTIES-T FOOTIEST EFIOOSTT FOOTY, paltry (petty (insignificant)) [adj] 
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FORERAN-K FORERANK AEFKNORR first rank [n -S] 

FORESEE-N FORESEEN EEEFNORS FORESEE, to see in advance [v] 

FORESEE-R FORESEER EEEFORRS one that foresees (to see in advance) [n -S] 

FORGIVE-N FORGIVEN EFGINORV FORGIVE, to pardon (to release from liability for offense) [v] 

FORGIVE-R FORGIVER EFGIORRV one that forgives (to pardon (to release from liability for offense)) [n -S] 

FORMULA-E FORMULAE AEFLMORU FORMULA, exact method for doing something [n] 

FORSAKE-N FORSAKEN AEFKNORS FORSAKE, to quit or leave entirely [v] 

FORSAKE-R FORSAKER AEFKORRS one that forsakes (to quit or leave entirely) [n -S] 

FORTUNE-D FORTUNED DEFNORTU FORTUNE, to endow with wealth [v] 

FOVEOLA-E FOVEOLAE AEEFLOOV FOVEOLA, small fovea (shallow anatomical depression) [n] 

FOVEOLA-R FOVEOLAR AEFLOORV FOVEOLA, small fovea (shallow anatomical depression) [adj] 

FOVEOLE-T FOVEOLET EEFLOOTV foveola (small fovea (shallow anatomical depression)) [n -S] 

FRACTUR-E FRACTURE ACEFRRTU to break (to reduce to fragments) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

FRECKLE-D FRECKLED CDEEFKLR FRECKLE, to mark with freckles (small, brownish spots) [v] 

FRENULA-R FRENULAR AEFLNRRU FRENULUM, frenum (connecting fold of membrane) [adj] 

FRESHES-T FRESHEST EEFHRSST FRESH, new (existing only short time) [adj] 

FRIBBLE-R FRIBBLER BBEFILRR one that fribbles (to act foolishly) [n -S] 

FRILLER-Y FRILLERY EFILLRRY arrangement of frills [n -S] 

FRIZZLE-R FRIZZLER EFILRRZZ one that frizzles (to frizz (to form into small, tight curls)) [n -S] 

FROGEYE-D FROGEYED DEEFGORY FROGEYE, plant disease [adj] 

FRONTES-T FRONTEST EFNORSTT FRONT, pertaining to or situated at forward part of surface [adj] 

FUCHSIN-E FUCHSINE CEFHINSU fuchsin (red dye) [n -S] 

FUNNIES-T FUNNIEST EFINNSTU FUNNY, causing laughter or amusement [adj] 

FURCULA-E FURCULAE ACEFLRUU FURCULA, forked bone [n] 

FURCULA-R FURCULAR ACFLRRUU FURCULA, forked bone [adj] 

FURNACE-D FURNACED ACDEFNRU FURNACE, to subject to heat [v] 

FURRIER-Y FURRIERY EFIRRRUY business of furrier [n -RIES] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Back Hooks 8s to make 9s 

F 

FARADIZE-R  FARADIZER AADEFIRRZ [one that faradizes (to treat by faradism) [n -S] 

FASCIATE-D  FASCIATED AACDEFIST FASCIATE, broad and distinct band of color [adj] 

FASCICLE-D  FASCICLED ACCDEFILS FASCICLE, small bundle [adj] 

FELLATIO-N  FELLATION AEFILLNOT act of fellation (oral stimulation of penis) [n -S] 

FENESTRA-E  FENESTRAE AEEEFNRST FENESTRA, small anatomical opening [n] 

FENESTRA-L  FENESTRAL AEEFLNRST FENESTRA, small anatomical opening [adj] 

FIBRILLA-E  FIBRILLAE ABEFIILLR FIBRILLA, fibril (small fiber (thread or threadlike object or structure)) [n] 

FIBRILLA-R  FIBRILLAR ABFIILLRR FIBRILLA, fibril (small fiber (thread or threadlike object or structure)) [adj] 

FINALIZE-R  FINALIZER AEFIILNRZ one that finalizes (to put into finished form) [n -S] 

FINICKIN-G  FINICKING CFGIIIKNN FINICKIN, finicky (difficult to please) [adj] 

FLAGELLA-R  FLAGELLAR AAEFGLLLR FLAGELLA, long, slender plant shoots [adj] 

FLAMBEAU-X  FLAMBEAUX AABEFLMUX FLAMBEAU, flaming torch [n] 

FLATLINE-R  FLATLINER AEFILLNRT one that flatlines (to register as having no brain waves or heartbeat) [n -S] 

FLEXTIME-R  FLEXTIMER EEFILMRTX person who works flextime (system that allows flexible working hours) [n -S] 

FLIMSIES-T  FLIMSIEST EFIILMSST FLIMSY, lacking solidity or strength [adj] 
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FLOPPIES-T  FLOPPIEST EFILOPPST FLOPPY, soft and flexible [adj] 

FLOSSIES-T  FLOSSIEST EFILOSSST FLOSSY, resembling floss (soft, light fiber) [adj] 

FLUIDIZE-R  FLUIDIZER DEFIILRUZ one that fluidizes (to cause to flow like fluid) [n -S] 

FORAMINA-L  FORAMINAL AAFILMNOR FORAMINA, FORAMEN, small anatomical opening [adj] 

FOREBODE-R  FOREBODER BDEEFOORR one that forebodes (to indicate in advance) [n] 

FOREKNOW-N  FOREKNOWN EFKNNOORW FOREKNOW, to know in advance [v] 

FORESHOW-N  FORESHOWN EFHNOORSW FORESHOW, to show in advance [v] 

FORESTAL-L  FORESTALL AEFLLORST prevent or obstruct and anticipated event or action [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FRACTURE-R  FRACTURER ACEFRRRTU one that fractures (to break (to reduce to fragments)) [n -S] 

FREEBASE-R  FREEBASER ABEEEFRRS one that freebases (to use form of cocaine that is inhaled) [n -S] 

FRILLIES-T  FRILLIEST EFIILLRST FRILLY, having frills [adj] 

FRIZZIES-T  FRIZZIEST EFIIRSTZZ FRIZZY, tightly curled [adj] 

FROSTBIT-E  FROSTBITE BEFIORSTT to injure by extreme cold [v FROSTBIT, -TTEN, -TING, -S] 
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